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The Pontiac Montana is a minivan that was sold by General Motors. Prior to the model year, it
was known as Pontiac Trans Sport. In , the Trans Sport added the Montana moniker as part of
an available trim package. The package proved so popular the line was renamed Montana in for
the US and for Canada. For , the van was redesigned with a higher, less aerodynamic nose to
resemble an SUV. The Montana name was also changed to Montana SV6. It was discontinued
after the model year in the United States because of slow sales, but continued to be sold in
Canada and Mexico until Since their introduction, the Pontiac minivans were GM's most popular
minivans among consumers in Canada. The Doraville, Georgia assembly plant which produced
the Montana closed on September 26, The Montana nameplate was used as a trim level of the
Pontiac Trans Sport van from to The Opel and Vauxhall were only sold in Europe, although
made in the same factory in the U. Chevrolet also introduced a nearly identical twin to Pontiac
save for its badging for European consumption, named the Chevrolet Trans Sport. Both of the
Buick GL8 minivans were only sold in China. The Pontiac Montana came in both short- and
long-wheelbase models. The Pontiac Montana was one of the few minivans which provided
seating for eight. For , the sport-style head restraints were dropped in favor of the conventional
head restraints the Venture and Silhouette offered; and the anti-lock brakes became optional, as
well as for the Venture, but remained standard for the Silhouette before Oldsmobile's demise in
New for this generation, cabin air filters were installed, and the filters can be accessed from
behind an access panel easily accessed from inside the glove compartment. The Montana
Thunder was the most up-level model of the Montana. Introduced in , Thunder featured special
"Thunder" badging, Thunder-specific 16" chrome 5-spoke rims, upgraded ride and handling
package, and a special spoiler on the back of the roof rack. Inside, the Montana Thunder had
special two-tone black and grey leather seating, and a perforated leather-wrapped steering
wheel. The Montana Thunder was produced in and , but for it was made an optional package on
Montana GTs called the "Chrome-Sport" package. Only the "Thunder" badges were
discontinued. Despite the Pontiac Montana's redesign in , Pontiac continued to sell the original
body style for the model year for fleet use. The last Montana rolled off the production line on
March 31, as a model. It was also ranked the "Worst Performing Vehicle". Some comments
made by the IIHS after the first test in were:. In the side impact test, it received 5 stars for front
passenger protection, and 5 stars rear passenger protection. However, the safety issues of the
Montana were addressed with the newer Montana SV6, which earned the highest rating of
"Good" given by the Insurance Institute in the frontal offset crash test. For the model year, the
Montana was updated to have a less aerodynamic design, like an SUV, resulting in its new
name, Montana SV6. The Montana SV6 used a 3. For , a 3. For , the 3. Consequently, the optional
AWD system was also dropped, since it could not handle the torque of the 3. A flex-fuel version
of the 3. In the United States and Mexico only the long-wheelbase version was sold. In Mexico ,
the Montana continued until the model year, with the 3. General Motors marketed it as the
Pontiac Montana SV6 , and it was almost identical to the discontinued North American version,
but not the Canadian-specification model. In some parts of Canada like Quebec , unsold models
were remarketed as Some of these were also adapted for collective taxi use in Toronto and
Montreal starting However, several months later, GM announced that the SV6 would be
discontinued after in the US market due to poor sales. Production for both Canada and Mexico
continued due to better sales in those two countries. The last SV6 for the U. From Wikipedia, the
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Grand Am. Grand Prix. Station wagon. Mid-size crossover. Compact SUV. Compact MPV.
Montana SV6. Personal luxury. The Chevrolet Deluxe was a trim line of Chevrolet automobiles,
marketed from to , and was the volume sales leader for the market during the s. The line
included at first a 4-door sedan , but grew to include a fastback 2-door "aerosedan" and other
body styles. The Chevrolet was the first generation that didn't share a common appearance with
Chevrolet trucks, while the Chevrolet AK Series truck did share common internal components.
The original series ran from to , after which a new body style was introduced for , running
through During the post-war years and continuing through the early s, the Deluxe range was
Chevrolet's sales leader, offering a balance of style and luxury appointments unavailable in the

base Special series; and a wider range of body styles, including a convertible, Sport Coupe
hardtop starting in , two- and four-door sedans and four-door station wagons. It produced 85
horsepower at rpm. In output was bumped up to 90 horsepower. A Deluxe of this vintage could
easily exceed 80 miles per hour without overdrive. The transmission was a manual
synchromesh 3 speed, with vacuum assisted shift, in which the "three-on-the-tree" shifter [2]
was able to be moved between gears by the slightest pressure on the lever. Third gear was
direct, meaning the input and output are equal speeds. Overdrive was a rare option. Connection
to the third member rear-end was via an enclosed "torque tube" driveshaft. The brakes were
hydraulic with all-wheel drums. The master cylinder was located beneath the driver. Shock
absorbers were of the lever type through , and of the "airplane" type from onward. The
windshield through was of a split, flat-glass type. The wipers were vacuum actuated. Chevrolet
offered windshield washers as an optional extra. The exterior sported smooth curves with
chrome and stainless trim. The rear bumper had an optional center bumper guard that had to be
ratcheted out of the way so the trunk cover could be lifted. Front and rear bumpers had optional
chrome "tips", a dress-up item that bolted to the ends of the stock bumper. Although it wasn't a
Chevrolet option, a popular after market feature was a large external sunshade that protected
the driver from glare off the metal dashboard. The interior had cloth bench seats and a metal
dash, sometimes with a simulated burl wood grain. The radio was a simple mono vacuum tube
type radio with integrated speaker. On the left side of the radio was the throttle knob, marked
"T". On the right side of the radio was the choke knob. A manual-wind, 7-day clock was built
into the glove compartment door. In , the Master and Special Deluxe had updated styling from
the year before with things such as a new grill, new suspension, new curves, and the headlight
mounted in the fenders. There was full instrumentation. The Signal-Seeking radio became an
option. For the model year the names were changed to Stylemaster and Fleetmaster. In , all the
Chevrolets got the first new styling after the war. Many things changed starting in , starting with
a luxuriously-appointed hardtop coupe, called the Bel Air. The new Bel Air including upgraded
cord and leather-grain vinyl trim available in a choice of several two-tone schemes , full
carpeting and other appointments not available in even the Deluxe series, and a wide range of
two-tone paint schemes. The Bel Airsâ€”during these early years, the Bel Air was officially part
of the Deluxe rangeâ€”shared only their front sheetmetal ahead of the A-pillar with the rest of
the range. The windshield, doors, glass, and trunk were common with the Styleline convertible,
but the roof, rear quarters and rear windows were unique. The other change was the availability
of Powerglide , a two-speed automatic transmission , exclusively in the Deluxe and Bel Air
models. It was powered by a cubic inch six-cylinder engine developing horsepower and had a 3.
Throughout the post-war years, many comfort, convenience and styling options were available,
including tinted glass which was introduced in , the final year for this style. The Bel Air model
became a full series, including two- and four-door sedans, station wagon and convertible; and
represented the top-end model with features similar to the models luxury interior, full carpeting
and other features. Australian assembly was undertaken by General Motors-Holden's Ltd of the
four door sedan in Special trim as well as a locally designed two door coupe utility variant. All
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you prefer at the time of order but will be prompted by the software for your selection when you
tune the vehicle for the first time. Here is what License Activation looks like. Our product is
designed to work for vehicles off of the show room floor with stock calibrations. Vehicles that
are only supported by MPVI2 are identified below by a 2 after the vehicle model type. Audi S3
â€” DQ 0D9 2. Gladiator 3. Wrangler JL 3. Sequoia 5. Hilux 2. Golf GTI 2. Multivan 2. Unlimited
vehicle group licenses will allow you to tune all vehicles that fall under that vehicle group
category. Please email sales hptuners. SVT Raptor 2 12 F 6. If you are unsure which ECM your
vehicle has, please email support hptuners. RS4 4. RS5 4. RS6 4. RS7 4. RSQ3 2. Corvette 6.
Silverado 6. Silverado 5. Dakota 2. Durango 4. Ram 5. Ram 3. Ram 4. Ram SRT10 8. Ram Van 3.
E-Series Van 7. Excursion 7. Expedition 3. Explorer 2. Everest 2. Fiesta ST 1. Focus 1. F 7. F 3.
Mustang GT 4. Mustang Cobra R 5. Mustang Cobra 4. Mustang Mach 1 4. Mustang Bullitt 4.

Ranger 2. Transit EcoBoost 3. Mustang Cobra Jet 2. Sierra 6. Sierra 5. Veloster Turbo 1. F-Type
5. F-Type 3. Cherokee 2. Grand Cherokee 3. Grand Cherokee 4. Grand Cherokee 5. Range Rover
5. Range Rover 3. A45 AMG 2. CL63 AMG 5. E M MED E63 AMG 5. G63 AMG 5. GL63 AMG 5.
ML63 AMG 5. S M MED S63 AMG 5. SL63 AMG 5. Elgrand VQ35DE 2. Frontier VQ40DE 2. Navara
VQ40DE 2. Qashqai MR20DE 2. Quest VQ35DE 2. Micra HR16DE 2. Teana VQ35DE 2. Patrol Y61
4. Xterra VQ40DE 2. Forester 2. Tacoma 4. Land Cruiser â€” 4. Land Cruiser 79 CAN only â€” 4.
Land Cruiser 5. Tundra 5. Touareg 4. Touareg 3. A majority of all used US imports have either
been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are
subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from
thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting
stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has
been helping millions of used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid
expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world
to build trust with their customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With more than
14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and sources,
including government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car
dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information,
CARFAX has collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the
service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in
10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks
"Babs" is now with us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars?
Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better
purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular
blog articles How to detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring
types of fraud in the selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage
fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an
impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American
used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car?
CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains the importance of the service history of a
car, as well as where you can find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.
My Auto Store is one of the largest auto recyclers and used auto part stores on the East Coast
with more than , used car parts in stock. We are continuously adding new part categories to our
online inventory. Not seeing the part you are looking for? Give us a call at We keep all of our
auto parts in a climate controlled warehouse, so they are protected from environmental damage.
This is where we store our car parts; from our quality used transmissions to our used motors.
My Auto Store is your go-to online store for used auto parts including used axles, transfer
cases, AC compressors, used engines and used transmissions. Our inventory has thousands of
used auto parts ready to be shipped right to your door for free. Whether you are looking for a
used engine or a used transmission, or a used transfer case, all of our parts pass a 4-step
quality control process before they are listed on our website, and come with a 6 month
warranty. Products search. Find your part Category. Choose a Year 1 2 1 1 5 9 5 16 15 21 32 33
48 71 65 Used Auto Parts Store My Auto Store is one of the largest auto recyclers and used auto
part stores on the East Coast with more than , used car parts in stock. Used Auto Parts by
Make. Chevrolet Truck. Dodge Truck. Ford Truck. Mercedes Benz. My Auto Store offers more
than just used transmissions and engines. As one of the largest auto recyclers and auto part
stores in the Greater Philadelphia Area, we have more than , used car parts in stock. Contact
Us. Online Special! Choose from one of these vendors, or choose to donate your gift to one of
these amazing organizations. This is exciting news for upland hunters who care about every
ounce in their shotguns. The Cynergy Feather has an ultra-low profile and aluminum receiver
with a steel reinforced breech face. A Satin finish Grade one American Walnut stock features an
inflex recoil pad. Available with or inch barrels. Clad in a unique OD Cerakote green finish
paired with walnut, these shotguns are eye catching and made to withstand harsh elements.
The wait is over! The U is known for its sleek and contemporary appearance with a smooth body
and checkering, as well as a low-profile carbon fiber rib. A high-grade alloy receiver is paired
with fine AA-grade satin walnut and Crio barrels and Crio chokes. The U includes custom drop
and cast adjustments to ensure a perfect fit for all shooters, and the recoil taming Progressive
Comfort System. The new gauge U is available with or inch barrels and an engraved nickel
receiver. The new Trinity series from the company features the Trinity LT for bird hunters. Made
with a CNC-machined aluminum receiver with hand details and paired with oil-finished Turkish
walnut, the Trinity LT is available in. The Trinity LT weighs between 5. The Revenant brings art
and function together in an affordable package. Caesar Guerini paired modern technology and
engineering to create a shotgun that is one-fifth the price of shotguns containing the same
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features made by hand. The receiver features a unique design of maple leaves and branches
from the world leader in fine engravings, Bottega C. Giovanelli and their Director and Master
engraver, Dario Cortini. See More Popular Videos. See All Special Interest Magazines. All Gun
Dog subscribers now have digital access to their magazine content. This means you have the
option to read your magazine on most popular phones and tablets. To get started, click the link
below to visit mymagnow. Get Digital Access. Subscribe To The Magazine. Recommended
Articles. January 21, By Kali Parmley. Sign Me Up. Sure, you can train â€” at Taylor - February
06, This shotgun combines 21st century technology with craftsmanship to create a work of art
and Buy Digital Single Issues. Don't miss an issue. Buy single digital issue for your phone or
tablet. Wild Fowl Subscribe. Bowhunter Subscribe. Fly Fisherman Subscribe. Hunting
Subscribe. Add an email address. Get Digital Access Not a Subscriber? Subscribe Now.

